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Calvin, a novel by Martine Leavitt 

Summary by Good Reads 

As a child, Calvin felt an affinity with the comic book 
character from Bill Watterson’s Calvin & Hobbes. 
 
He was born on the day the last strip was published; 
his grandpa left a stuffed tiger named Hobbes in his 
crib; and he even had a best friend named Susie. Then 
Calvin’s mom washed Hobbes to death, Susie grew up 
beautiful and stopped talking to him, and Calvin 
pretty much forgot about the strip—until now. Now 
he is seventeen years old and has been diagnosed with 
schizophrenia. Hobbes is back, as a delusion, and 
Calvin can’t control him. Calvin decides that 
Watterson is the key to everything—if he would just 
make one more comic strip, but without Hobbes, 
Calvin would be cured. Calvin and Susie (is she real?) 
and Hobbes (he can’t be real, can he?) set out on a 
dangerous trek across frozen Lake Erie to track down 
Watterson.  

 

Common Sense Media Review: 
age 12+ 

Compelling tale of quirky quest of teen with schizophrenia. 

Parents need to know that Calvin is the story of a Canadian 17-year-old just diagnosed with 
schizophrenia who embarks on a dangerous midwinter trek across Lake Erie to find 
reclusive Calvin and Hobbes cartoonist Bill Watterson. In fact, it's written in the form of a letter 
to Watterson. The teen is accompanied by companions Susie and Hobbes, who (along with 
assorted perils they encounter) may or may not exist. In Calvin's own mind, the quest makes 
perfect sense; wiser souls try to keep him safe. Though there's little content that's 
problematic for younger readers (teens exchange heartfelt kisses, and the strongest language is 
"crap"), the story requires a certain maturity and the ability to navigate a narrative that's part 
mythic quest, part teen romance, part psychodrama, and part hallucination. It also assumes an 
acquaintance with the Calvin and Hobbes comic strip. 

 

 

Winner of the Governor General’s Literary Award of Canada 

Winner of the Whitney Awards for General Youth Fiction 
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